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Abstract

This paper describes the use of an open architecture, low-cost, turnkey Telemetry,
Tracking and Command (TT&C) processor system . The workstation based system
was developed to satisfy the requirement for ground station equipment to handle and
process multiple vehicle platforms for telemetry, command and tracking (tone or
PRN), including STDN, SGLS and CCSDS link formats . The open architecture of the
system allows for easy interface with external equipment for control of antenna
systems, encryption units and other related station equipment . Reconfiguration for the
various data formats and for system verification is done through a graphical user
interfaces using operationally proven commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software and
hardware. The open architecture of the system will allow for modifications and
upgrades to be cost effective.
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Introduction

The handling of telemetry data has grown more complex over the years . Where SGLS
and STDN formats used to be adequate, now advanced space platforms with multiple
payloads on board have necessitated a move away from the frame / subframe
mechanism to asynchronous embedded formats such as CCSDS.



This paper describes TRW's implementation of a low cost system with the capability
of processing not only SGLS and STDN formats, but CCSDS as well . TRW along
with Advanced Processing Labs of San Diego have developed an easy to use system
for Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) for a broad range of projects . (The
CCSDS format was developed to allow both commanding and telemetry in a
multiplexed format handling many different experiments or subsystems.). Each
subsystem has its own virtual channel (VC) assigned in the commanding and
telemetry. The processing of the multi-layered CCSDS format required significant
modifications to the software and hardware of our existing system.

Theory of Operation

The system is based on a Sun Sparc workstation host running UNIX networked to one
or more target processors running Wind River's VxWorks Real Time Operating
System. These VME targets contain the Force Sparc 2ce RISC processor with cards
from Berg Industries providing telemetry, simulation, and commanding functions .
Figure 1 is a picture of the TT&C system showing the user display and associated
VME rack.

Figure 1:  TT&C System



CCSDS Support

The Sun workstation provides the direct user interface for CCSDS, logging of
command and telemetry transactions, Command Operating Procedure (COP-1)
processing, Frame Access Request Module (FARM-1) processing, formatting and
codeblock generation . The system has a GUI with a point and click access to all
portions of board and system setups.

Command Link Transmission Unit (CLTU) frames are received by the bit sync and
decom and passed to the target processor for decomposition to transfer frame formats
and then to segment data fields . Multiple segments are used to build up the packet data
field making up instrument or command data.

Closed Loop Command Word (CLCW) handling is performed by feeding the output of
the CCSDS commanding and CCSDS Telemetry to the COP-1 process . When
commands are sent, the COP-1 procedure sets timers as directed for the appropriate
Virtual Channel (VC) . If the CLCW is not received within the time limit, a flag will
be set, and the error will be logged . COP-1 processing can be set differently for each
virtual channel allowing separate actions of the CLCW flags and counters.

CCSDS testing is provided by a full function CCSDS simulator allowing the user to
input multiple VC's for verification of the data paths in closed loop testing . The
simulator also supports SGLS and STDN conventional telemetry . (It is important to
note that no user developed code is required other than the loading of the TT&C
processing databases including the complex CCSDS setups, is facilitated through the
ability to import spreadsheet data  from external PC's directly to the format files used
by the VTS processing software.)

Switch Cards

One of the unique features of the system is the loopback and self test capabilities
provided by TRW developed switch cards . These provide both baseband and signal
switching between multiple inputs and outputs . This combined with the RTWorks
graphics visualization capabilities allows the user a clear view of the data paths
currently selected . Previous color coded static text fields have been replaced with
block diagrams showing connection options and current signal paths (Figure 3)
allowing even a novice user to troubleshoot and fix configuration problems . During
system validation the software can automatically setup the loopbacks for continuity
and functional checking of interfaces . This Built-In-Test (BIT) capability allows the
user to isolate faults to the card level.



Remote control of the system is provided over Ethernet using standard interprocess
control (ipc) mechanisms (remote procedure calls and sockets) . Support is provided
for both TCP/IP and DECNet protocols.

Operational Details

The processor monitors telemetry from and sends commands to the satellite during
bread board development, spacecraft bus integration, satellite testing, as well as
ground station operations . Telemetry hardlines (On Board Computer test signals) are
monitored and sent directly to the unit under test (breadboard, bus or satellite) . The
processor provides an RF link to either the bus or satellite for command transmission
and telemetry reception.

Figure 2 shows the system components and flow of processing for both commands
and telemetry in the TT&C.
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Figure 2:  Signal Processing Block Diagram



The receiver link receives S-band Q/BPSK telemetry from the satellite transponder
and the processor demodulates the resultant baseband data . The output is then
demodulated by a tunable BPSK/QPSK demodulator, also equipped with a modulator
to provide for complete loop-back system tests. A fully tunable bit synchronizer very
accurately reconstructs the original bit stream and recovers the embedded clock . The
bit synchronizer with a low bit error rate (BER) recovers telemetry data which may be
corrupted by noise, flutter and baseline offset variations . An optional convolutional
(Viterbi) decoder can be configured which is driven directly from the bit
synchronizer's soft bit decision circuitry . A convolutional encoder for loop-back
system test can be configured as well . For CCSDS applications, a Reed-Solomon
decoder can be configured with the encoder on board for loop-back system tests . The
frame synchronizer/  decommutator has memory-mapped ping-pong data buffers with
true Current Value Table registers.

The embedded target processor receives command data from the host processor and
sends this data via a command data generator . For an RF link, a BPSK/QPSK or FSK
modulator is used to provide input to the Transmitter . A BPSK/QPSK or FSK
demodulator and bit synchronizer is also equipped to provide for loop-back system
test. The transmitter link receives baseband command STDN or SGLS formats and
phase modulates the data onto an S-band carrier for routing to the satellite
transponder. Programmable ranging signal summed with the uplink and returned on
the downlink from the satellite transponder is also provided for time interval
measurement including delay and polarity of the tone.

Hardware Specifics

The TT&C was designed on an open architecture to provide a wide variety of different
configurations. These can range from a simple 4 card system involving a processor,
simulator, bit sync, and decommutator; or as complex as a CCSDS system containing
support for Reed / Solomon, PSK, FSK, Viterbi encoding, and encryption /
decryption.

The Bit Synchronizer is a fully tunable 20 Mbps (NRZ codes) VME card . The card
performs conditioning of input data and accurate regeneration of the original data and
its phase-coherent clock, even when the input signal is corrupted by noise, jitter or
flutter. All setup parameters of the synchronizer are available for remote programming
as is card status.



The Frame Synchronizer/Decommutator can handle up to 32 K words per minor
frame, up to 1024 minor frames per major frame . Many programming features are
build into this unit such as selectable sync strategy, variable frame length, SFID
MSB/LSB processing and variable word length.

The Telemetry Simulator is a fully programmable format data generator which
transmits a data stream . The unit can insert real-time programmable word values into
the transmitted data . Word length and frame sizes are programmable . Frames to 4,095
x 256 frames can be generated . Word lengths from 2 to 16 bits on a word-by-word
basis are available . This card is also used as the command generator.

The PSK Modulator/Demodulator can handle B/QPSK data and has loop-back
capability. Both the carrier frequency and the data rate filters are tunable under
software control . The modulator contain its own independent carrier oscillator and
data filter. Demodulator input circuitry contains high-pass/low pass tuning for SGLS
and other multi-carrier applications . The unit handles data rates from DC to 1.5 Mbps
and carrier frequencies between  6 kHz and 6 Mhz.

The FSK Modulator/Demodulator  is a TRW designed PCB VME Board . The unit
(SGLS standard) performs three tones and amplitude modulation based on digital
waveform synthesizer technology and performs non-coherent detection to recover data
and clock for demodulation. The digital synthesizer requires no adjustment for AM
(Mod Index fixed to 50%) or delay factor. Digital to Analog conversion performed at
4 MHz with 12 bit resolution. For demodulator portion, 1 MHz second order active
filter prevents aliasing, Analog to digital conversion performed at 4 MHz at 8 bit
resolution.

The Reed/Solomon Encoder/Decoder board performs an error correction function
following the recommendation for Space Data System Standards of Telemetry channel
Coding defined in the CCSDS 101.0-B-3 Blue Book . The card contains independent
encoder and decoder functions . The encoder includes convolutional encoding,
Reed/Solomon encoding, symbol interleaving, Attached Sync Marker (ASM)
insertion, and a bit-stream randomizer . The decoder includes convolutional Viterbi
decoding, Reed/Solomon decoding, symbol deinterleaving, frame synchronization,
and a bit stream de-randomizer.

The Baseband Interface performs signal conditioning for CMD/TLM baseband inputs
of the TT&C and is the summing port for the Ranging Tone . The unit conditions
signals of STDN and SGLS compatible satellites. A satellite commanding at 2 KBPS
modulated onto a 16 KHz baseband subcarrier or 2 KBPS ternary coded commands
FSK tones 65, 76, and 95 KHz  (S, 0, 1 tones) are supported . Ranging tones from 4 to



800KHz are also supported . Satellite TLM at up to 205 Kbps NRZ-M on a 1024 KHz
subcarrier or 32 KBPS serial BPSK modulated on a 1700 KHz subcarrier and direct
high data rate of 1024 KBPS is supported.

The Transmitter Link provides the S-Band RF carrier from 1.8 GHz to 2.3 GHz for the
commanding output which is Phase Modulated and sent to the Satellite transponder
which is programmable over -127 to -30 dBm amplitude range . This signal is
processed by the Receiver Link which accepts the S-Band down link carrier from the
Satellite TLM transponder and Demodulates the baseband TLM or Ranging delay
tone. The receiver operates in either of 2 bands from 1.7 Ghz to 1.85 Ghz  and 2.2 Ghz
to 2.3 GHz range.

The Ranging Instruments provides a programmable subsystem made up of a signal
generator operating from 4 to 800 KHZ set of tones or pulses and a time interval
counter used to measure relative delay in the satellite transponder referenced to the RF
test equipment . Measurements system used has an relative time interval accuracy of
25nsec.

Software Specifics

The software architecture is based on UNIX and the VxWorks real-time operating
system. This provides a fully integrated development environment . Various COTS
(commercial-of-the-shelf) products including VTS (Visual Telemetry System) and
RTworks (for real-time graphical monitor and control) are used to provide a powerful
and effective man-machine interface.

Figure 3 illustrates the user interface showing a display of a sample block diagram
with switch interconnects and signal paths between individual units . The currently
selected signal path is highlighted.

System software includes device drivers to handle low level functions and interrupt
servicing for the various cards in the VME chassis . Through a mouse driven point and
click interface, users can bring up dialogs showing current settings for each card and
allows them to change parameters such as data rates, sync patterns, etc . A local
commanding display is also provided, to send command blocks or repeat a series of
commands. All commanding activities will be time tagged and logged to disk . By
changing the configuration a variety of command loops can be setup for
troubleshooting.



Figure 3:  Software Block Diagram

Telemetry can be viewed as either raw data or trending graphs . If desired, a format
database can be included for conversion to engineering units or this function can be
performed by a remote host . Included in the telemetry processing is the ability to
support hardcopy devices such as stripchart recorders or XY plotters . A sophisticated
telemetry simulator is added to allow end to end validation and loopback tests
supporting various word, frame and subframe definitions for conventional telemetry as
well as different frame and packet definitions for CCSDS . Embedded science data can
be extracted and sent to external ground support stations or additional users . Thus,
both CCSDS and conventional commands and telemetry are supported on this system.

The status & monitor software polls the various hardware drivers and provides a
graphical and text-based display of status of the overall system . The various elements
monitored in real-time include Signal Present, Frame Lock, Sub-frame Lock, and Data
Rates. These parameters can also be sent to external nodes  for remote monitoring.



Conclusions

We have developed a versatile, low cost TT&C system for handling both standard and
CCSDS formats that has applications both in spacecraft testing and ground station
operation. The open architecture of the system allows it to be easily tailored to a
variety of different projects and requirements . The system is based on COTS software
and hardware providing the flexibility necessary for future modification, while
allowing quick response to changes in configuration . The intuitive graphicsal user
interface provides visual feedback on system configuration while allowing easy
modification of operational parameters . This system is readily connected to additional
equiipment to prove a broad range of ground station capability.


